Exception reporting
and analytics
Your easy-to-use,
quick ROI, EBR for
the retail enterprise
Easy-to-use solution
Powerful reporting and alerts
Dedicated user community
Ultra-Fast ROI and low cost-of-ownership
Modules offer expanded functionality
Enterprise-level performance
More than 800 pre-defined reports
and queries
Patented technology

Learn more or request a demo!
888-777-0563
veriskretail.com

Aspect EliteLP is an Exception-Based Reporting (EBR)
solution that uses powerful data-mining techniques to
quickly analyze vast amounts of historical transaction
data created at your Point-of-Sale. Aspect EliteLP
identifies “exceptions” to normal POS activities,
exposing possible employee theft, fraud, or training
and operational deficiencies.
Aspect EliteLP is regarded as one of the easiestto-use systems as a result of its flexible and
expandable architecture; meeting the needs of all
types of retailers, including Specialty, Apparel,
Sporting-Goods, Off-Price, Restaurant, Ticketing,
and more.
Optimized for your “desktop
and mobile” devices.
Note: iFind™ required for
optimal mobile performance.

The Analytics Ecosystem

Aspect EliteLP modules to maximize your investment
Powerful add-on modules
bring tailored functionality
Leverage multiple or unique transaction-types—
		 retail, food and beverage, ticketing systems
		 and omni-channel
Integrate to third-party systems—case
		 management solutions, DVR/CCTV systems and
		 LDAP user-authentication
Expand your enterprise reach—credit-card
		 encryption, inventory variance reporting and
		 CRM system reporting

Learn more or request a demo!
888-777-0563
veriskretail.com

The base functionality of Aspect EliteLP brings
significant power to LP and risk-management
professionals. Additional modules enable retailers
to leverage their investment to fully maximize ROI
and to decrease total cost of ownership.
The transaction, integration, and expansion modules
of Aspect EliteLP bring strategic functionality to the
enterprise by providing advanced tools and
solutions that help tie strategies together, whether
they include hardware, software, data-systems, or
a combination thereof.

The Analytics Ecosystem
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